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In 1939 Friedrich Hayek argued that ‘liberals’---in contemporary parlance: right-libertarians, or 
‘neoliberals’---should support the creation of a European Union. His argument was simple: European states 
would find it easy to place contractual and business prerogatives at the heart of the European project. In the 
absence of an overarching European state, however, they would find it more difficult to put democratic and 
welfare rights on the agenda (Hayek 1939, p. 256). The enforcement of such rights would remain the 
obligation of individual states. It followed that markets, profits, and contract would be at the heart of the 
EU project, whereas democracy and social equality would not. 

Economists and political scientists, in their overwhelming majority, agree that the contemporary EU 
strongly resembles Hayek’s vision (see, for example, Anderson 2009, Hopner and Schafer 2012). The 
creation of the Eurozone exacerbated this undemocratic process, by removing policy instruments from the 
toolkit of democratically-elected national governments. There are two democratic alternatives to the 
Hayekian vision. The first alternative is democratization through disintegration. The disintegration 
strategy bolsters popular sovereignty at the national level by emasculating EU institutions at the 
transnational level (Zielonka 2014). The second alternative is democratization through integration. The 
integration strategy bolsters popular sovereignty at the transnational level by making EU institutions more 
democratic.  

This paper discusses variants of the integration alternative, including proposals (by Bellamy 2016, De 
Grauwe and Ji 2012, Parijs 2014, among many others) for the creation of a pan-European electoral 
constituency that selects state representatives---the EU’s de facto state is the European Commission. The 
paper concludes by discussing the desirability and feasibility of democratic integration, in light of the 
Hayekian and disintegration alternatives. 
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